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NON-LINEAR VIBRATIO 
. Cartwright, Cambridge U 

uring the last ear 
Vibrations or  sometimes Non-Linear Mechanics has re- 
ceived considerable publicity in the mathematical world. 
Since a very large part of mechanics including the theory 
of the motion of the planets involves non-linear differential 
equations and lies outside the subject to which I refer, it is 
preferable to speak of non-linear vibrations. 

The non-linear theory of vibrations concerns vibrations 
represented by non-linear ordinary differential equations; 
the essential mathematical difference from the linear theo- 
ry is that while solutions of a erential equation 
can be added to give a more ge ion this is not so 
with non-linear equations. Th 
of the simple pendulum equation by means of elliptic inte- 
grals which was well known in the 18th century, but Duffing 
(1918) is perhaps the first exponent of the modern theory, 
and van der Pol (1920) the next with more outstanding con- 
tributions to it, the first in connection with mechanical vi- 
brations and the second in connection with electrical oscil- 
lations. The essential feature of the modern theory is the 
study of equations in which the non-linear terms, although 
perhaps small, give rise to feature 
are  qualitatively different from 
equations. For instance the equatio 

ut the solutions of 
van der Pol's equation 
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a s  t+m whatever the initial values of x and 2 may be. It is 
easy to verify that if (2) has a solution approximately of the 
form x = A cos(t + o<), A must be 2, by substituting in the 
corresponding energy equation. This is obtained by multi- 
plying by k and integrating from t = 0 to t, and we have 

x -Asin= ag 
proximately, an 

Duffing however was concerned with resonance phenom- 
ena associated with an equation of the form 

It was already known that the period of the free oscillation 
with F = 0 decreased as B increased, and that for the linear 

I 

e with 0 = 0, the amplitude of the 0s - 
1 -1' - - I\ 

cillat 

fing showed that for 
to a point of resonance beyond 1, and after resonance drop 
sharply, whereas when \' decreases the r ise does not take 
place at the same point. Both these qualitative results were 
established by considering equations in which the non-lin- 
ear terms were small compared with the others by trying a 
solution of the form x = A cos(\t + o<) . 

The mechanical applications were developed by various 
authors including the Russian authors Kryloff and Bogoliu- 
boff, Vlasov and others. The physical problems concern 
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such things a s  the rolling of ships, steering devices and vi- 
brations of a gage for investigating explosive blast. The 
vibrations are  usually undesirable ones, the mathematician 
is required to explain why they exist so that they can be 
eliminated. On the other hand the electrical, and more 
particularly the radio problems, concern highly desirable 
oscillations; moreover the very great rapidity of the oscil- 
lations, and the radio engineer's ability to vary the system 
while it is still oscillating, make it possible to observe a 
number of phenomena which could scarcely have been ex- 
pected. The physical results of Appleton, van der Pol and 
van der Mark obtained for systems represented by the 
equation - 

in the attempt to explain how 

a > 0, the free oscillation Q (t) exists for finite t un- 
and x have one particular pair of initial values, but 

v> (t) -Ã 0 as  t -> m. If a < 0, the amplitude of the free os- 
cillation tends to infinity with t, unless A = 0. Further as 
\' -Ã 1 the amplitude of the forced oscillation increases and 
if a = 0 it tends to infinity. But in the case of certain physi- 
cal systems represented by (4) the free oscillation can be 
detected by ear for all t, provided that ^2 is not too near 1, 
and its amplitude does not increase beyond a certain point 
a s  t + m, on the other hand if approaches 1 the free os- 
cillations vanish entirely at a certain point and the forced 
oscillations increase up to a certain point and no further. 
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bi and tte vary slowly, and that the higher harmonies may 
be neglected in the first approximation. With these as- 
sumptions we obtain after some detailed calculations 
equations of the form 

The original treatment of the particular equations ob- 
9 

ained some, but not all, of the ob- 
Russians, especially Andronov and 

gress by applying the topological 
equations of the form (6), and so 

developed a beautiful general theory of curves in the (bi, 02) 
plane represented by (6). They also justified the approxi- 
mations used by van der Pol and Appleton by appealing to 
Fatou's results. At the same time Kryloff and Bogoliuboff 
developed the analytical theory of nearly-linear equations 
representing oscillating system 

Let us now return to (4) wit 
Pol considered systems represe 
found graphical solutions of (4) with p = 0 for k = .l, 1 and 10, 
a s  curves in the phase plane (x,y) where y = k. ~ i 6 n a r d  and 
others developed a technique which became popul 
for dealing with equations of the for 

imental physicists, although some of the Russians developed 
the theory independently of its applications, and some of the 
French work included purely mathematical treatments. In 
1938 the British Department of Scientific and Industrial Re- 
search issued a memorandum to the London Mathematical 
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Society appealing for the assistance of pure mathematicians 
in solving a certain type of non-linear differential equation 
arising in radio problems and giving a few references in- 
cluding one to a summary by van der Pol in the Proceedings 
of the Institute of Radio Engineers in 1934. Certain sug- 
gestions in this summary caught my attention, and Little- 
wood and I began our collaboration. Soon after this Levin- 
son began to write on the pure theory, handling it partly by 
the methods of Lienard and partly by skillful application of 
classical results from other fields. Naval research during 
the war aroused more interest in the subject, and the 
American Office of Naval Research has sponsored much 
work in this field including translations of Russian work. 
Besides reading the published works of van der Pol, Little- 
wood and I have had correspondence with him and Appleton 
and others, and we have found much interesting work in the 
literature; but, so far as Littlewood and myself a re  con- 
cerned, by f a r  the most fruitful of our investigations have 
been those inspired by van der Pol's suggestion implied in 
his summary and developed further in a letter that the 
equation (4) with'k large could have two stable periodic so- 
lutions one of period (2n-1)2 v /\, where n is a positive in- 
teger which may be as large as k, and the other of period 
(2n+l)2 IT / \. This has led us from the physical experi- 
ments of van der Pol and van der Mark via Levinson's top- 
ological treatment of forced oscillations into the lofty 
realms of pure topology and pathological curves described 
a s  indecomposable continua. 

REFERENCES s 

J. J. Stoker, Non- ibrations in Mechanical and 
Electrical Systems (New York 1950) 

Contributions to the theory of non-linear oscillations, S. 
Lefschetz, ed. Annals of Maths. Studies, 20 
(1950). 
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I 

Fig. 2. Some typical c b2) plane which a r i se  
in connection with (4) when k i s  small and A near 1. The 
thick curve in the figures on the left and right a r e  called 
limit cycles'and correspond to s t  tions for which b, 
and b vary slowly. The points u spond to solu- 
tions with period 2 IT / for whic r e  fixed, s is 
stable. 

1951 NON-LINEAR VIBRATIONS 



THE EUCLIDEAN DIVISION A ITHM 
B. E. Meserve, University of Illinois 

The Euclidean division algori ives a systematic 
process for determining the greatest common divisor of 
two integers and expressing this greatest common divisor 
linearly in terms of the given integers. In this paper we 
consider a synthetic method for performing both the above 
operations, an additional synthetic method for finding the 
greatest common divisor of two polynomia 
ther applications of these methods. 

Given any two positive integers no a 

. . . . . . . . 

n = g n  r-1 r r 

where the g. a r e  
and nr is the gre 
tegers. The arithmetical details in this process may be 
noticeably reduced by writing the numbers nj in the Euclid- 
ean sequence above the sequence of quotients 

When a relationship of the form nr = P q  + Qnl is de- 
sired, the array (2) is easily extended to four rows 
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no nl n2 n3 n4 . . . n r 0 

g1 g2 g3 g4 gr 
1 - g  A A . . . Ar 

(3) 

1 -g2 B4 . . . Br 

Then 

and in p 
(4) 

These formulas may be quickly verified by induction upon 
j. If kl = Bk-lno + A n  and % = Bkno + Aknl, then 

from (2) = - gk% = (Bk-l - fZkBk) no + 

'k̂ l = *k+ln0 + %+lnl- 

If the computati d Bi in (3) is carried one 
step further we obtain a check on our calculations from the 
relations 

the theory 
e conver- 

gents of the continued fraction expansion for no/nl a r e  
- A p i  (i  = 1, 2, . . . , r + 1). 

We thus have a synthetic method for using the Euclidean 
algorithm to find the greatest common divisor of any two 
integers and a relationship of the form (4). The following 
examples illustrate this method. 
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April 

Now let us consider the Euclidean algorithm in the ring 
of polynomials in one variable. For convenience the coef- 
ficients will be taken as real numbers, but this restriction 
is not always necessary. Given two polynomials 

arrays similar to (I), (2) and (3) may be formed, giving their 
greatest common divisor and an identity of the form 

where the degree of the polynomial B is less than that of fl  
and the degree of A is less than that of fo. The calculations 
here are  much more tedious than those in the numerical 
case, and we shall consider only the sequence fn, f l ,  fg, . . . , 
fr. Under the convention that f r  shall have leading coef- 
ficient + I ,  we may multiply any terms of the array corre- 
sponding to (1) by arbitrary constants without affecting fr. 

Given two polynomials fn and fi a s  in (5) we may choose 
the notation such that the degree of fo is greater than or  
equal to that of fl, Le., m 2 n. In order to obtain a poly- 
nomial f2 satisfying c0fo = glf l  + d2fg we must divide f l  
into fo and find the remainder. In other words we eliminate 
successively xm, xm-I,. . . , xn between f l  and fo. These 
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eliminations may be performed b a sequence of computa- i tions of the form fl @ fo, fl @ fo,. . . , f l  ms fo where 
the operation @ , cross-multiplication, is defined by 

m-n fl  @ fo = -fo @ fl  = bfo - ax 
' 1 9  

The coefficients of fl  @ fo may be easily computed from 
those of fo and fl  a s  indicated in the third line of the array 
below. The process may also be very easily performed on 
a computing machine. 

The above operation of cross-multiplication has been 
used by Routh [51 to obtain conditions for the stability of a 
linear dynamical system. More recently it has been used 
[ 21 to obtain the Sturm functions of a polynomial f(x) under 
the unstated assumption that the degrees of the Sturm func- 
tions a re  consecutive integers. One purpose of this paper 
is to give a generalization of this process that may be used 
to find the Sturm functions of an arbitrary polynomial f(x) 
with real coefficients. Both the special case treated in [ 21 
and the general case will be discussed and illustrated by 
examples. 

Using cross-multiplication and the fact that constant 
factors of any fj'S may be inserted or  removed, the calcu- 
lation of the f Is may be reduced to the construction of an A array. In pa 'cular for the special case in which the de- 
grees of the fj's turn out to be consecutive integers we may 
write the coefficients, including zeros for missing terms, 
of fo and fl on consecutive lines and f i l l  out the following 
array. 
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where the c's a re  non-zero constants. 
2 For example, if fo = x4 - 24x + 16x + 12 and 

f* = x3 - 12x + 4, 
J. 

we may form the array 

fn  1 0 -24 16 12 

f4 = I  

In the method is e ally that of long on 
using detached coefficients. It may be formally represented 
in a single array by writing the coefficients of fn on the 
first row, those of f l  on the second row, and taking f l  @j 
fo, j = 1, 2,. . . on successive rows until some row, say for 
j = k, is "shorter" than that of fl  and has a non-zero leading 
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term. This row is then divided by b^ to obtain f and the 
process repeated for fi and fg. The division by I% is es- 
sential only when the signs of the f's have significance, b is 
negative and k is odd. 

2 Suppose fo = x - 3x - 2 and fl = x5 - x, then we have 

fo 1 0  0 0 - 3  0 - 2  

he zero leading coefficient of fl 
grees of the polynomials f -  will not be consecutive 31 rs. The row of zeros f2 @ f l  
the greatest common divisor 

his synthetic method for determining 
common divisor of two polynomials is useful in finding the 
multiple roots of a polynomial, Sturm's functions, and the 
sequences of polynomials used in the Cauchy-Sylvester 
Theorem [3] . Sturm functions may be used to find the 
number of distinct roots of a polynomial f(x) of any multi- 
plicity k on any interval a < x s b [6]. The Cauchy-Sylves- 
te r  Theorem enables one to determine the number of dis- 
tinct roots of a polynomial at which a second polynomial is 
positive. This is necessary in the discussion of the content 
of a polynomial inequality in one variable [4; 3591 where 
the even roots of the polynomial which are  minima of the 
curve must be distinguished from those which are  maxima. 
For double roots the number of zero-minima on a segment 
a < x < b is the number of double roots at which the second 
derivative is positive. 
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Sturm functions for any polynomial f(x) with real coef- 
ficients may be obtained by (i) taking f i  = c2fV, (ii) finding a 
sequence f ,  f i ,  f2,. . . , fr  a s  above, except that only positive 
constants may be inserted, and (iii) taking as Sturm func- 
tions 

when f = 1, these functions divided by f when f # 1. 
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PROBLEM DEPARTMENT 
Edited by Leo Moser, Texas Technological College 

This department welcomes problems believed to be new 
and, a s  a rule, demanding no greater ability in problem 
solving than that of the average member of the Fraternity, 
but occasionally we shall publish problems that should 
challenge the ability of the advanced undergraduate and/or 
candidate for the Master's degree. Solutions of these prob- 
lems should be submitted on separate, signed sheets within 
five months after publication. Address all communications 
concerning problems to Leo Moser, Mathematics Depart- 
ment, Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas. 

25. Proposed by Polly Tope, Institute for Hyper Study 

A square has 4 lines of symmetry and a cube has 13. 
Derive a formula for the number of lines of symmetry of 
an n dimensional cube. 

26. Proposed by Pedro A. Piza, San Juan, Puerto Rico 

For positive integers n and c, let the number n:c be de- 
fined by the relation 

Show that the numbers [ n: c] satisfy the recurrence relation 

and the formula 
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27. Proposed by Arthur B. Brown, Queens College 

The number 3 can be expressed a s  a sum of one or  more 
positive integers in 4 ways, namely a s  3, 1+2, 2+1, 1+1+1. 
Show that any positive integer n can be so  expressed a s  a 
sum in 2n-1 ways. 

28. Proposed by N. S. Mendelsohn, University of Manitoba 

The isle of Pythagora, while very sparsely populated, is 
capable of supporting a population of thirty million. On the 
sixth day of the twenty-eighth anniversary of his accession 
to the throne, the king of the island called a meeting of his 
496 advisers to decide how to celebrate the auspicious oc- 
casion. They decided to divide the regal jewels among the 
people of the land. All the people, including the king and the 
advisers, were lined up in single file, and the jewels were 
distributed a s  follows. 

Starting with the second in line, each person was given 
one jewel. Starting with the fourth in line, each person was 
given two jewels. Starting with the sixth in line, each per- 
son was given three jewels. Starting with the eighth in line, 
each person was given four jewels, and so  on. 

The man at the extreme end of the line noticed that the 
number of jewels he received corresponded to his position 
in line. 

How many people were there in Pythagora? 
Where was the personwho got the most jewels standing? 

29. Proposed by Francis L. Miksa, Aurora, Illinois 

For a given positive integer k, find integers m and n 
such that 

SOLUTIONS 

1. Proposed by the Problem Editor 

Prove the following construction for finding the radius 
of a circumference. With any point 0 on the circumference 

PROBLEM DEPARTMENT 

a s  center and any convenient radius describe an a r c  PQR, 
cutting the given circumference in P and Q. With Q a s  cen- 
te r  and the same radius describe an a r c  OR cutting PQR in 
R, R being inside the circumference. Join P and R, cutting 
the given circumference in L. Then LR is the radius of the 
circumference. (This is known a s  Swale's construction, 
and is probably the simplest solution of the problem yet 
discovered.) 

Solution by Dine Hwane. University of California 

Let C be the center of the circumference. 
Clearly A FOR is equilateral. Hence L LCQ = 2 / LPQ = 

/ ROQ = 600. Thus A LCQ is equilateral. To show that LR 
= CO, we shall prove that A LRQ A CQO. We already have 
LQ = CQ and RQ = OQ. Finally, / RQL = f CQR + 600 = 
/ RLQ which completes the proof. 

13. Proposed by W. R. Ransom, Tufts College 

An electric clock has hour, minute and second hands 
turning about the same axis. Prove that they a r e  never to- 
gether except at  twelve o'clock. 

Solution bv the Proooser 

Suppose they a r e  together a t  h hours m minutes and s 
seconds, h < 12, m < 60 and s < 60. Designate positions on 
the dial by the number of minute spaces after XII. Then the 
hour hand will point to 5h + m/60 + s/3600, the minute hand 
to m + s/60, and the second hand to s. By equating the last 
two we get 60m = 59s. We may assume that h and m a r e  
integers s o  that the last equation implies that 59s is an in- 
teger. Since 59 is a prime, m must be 0 o r  a multiple of 
59; but it cannot be a s  muchas 59 without making s a s  much 
a s  60. Hence m = 0, and s o  s = 0. From this it is clear 
that h = 0 also, so  that the hands a r e  together only at  XI1 
o'clock. 

15. Proposed by Lester G. Riggs, Evanston, Illinois 

Russian Multiplication. 
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Editorial Note: 

April 

This method of multiplication actually amounts to multi- 
plying the numbers, using the base 2. Detailed explanations 
can be found in a number of books including: Mathematics 
and the Imagination, Kasner and Newman, pp. 167-168, and 
To Discover Mathematics, G. M. Merriman, p. 363. 

17. Proposed by C. Stanley Ogilvy, Columbia University 

All the coefficients in the expansion of (a + b)n except 
the f i rs t  and last a r e  divisible by n if and only if n is a 
prime. 

Solution bv the Pronoser 

n! = j, an integer. n! = j-r! (n-r)! Sufficiency. r! r), 

Neither r! nor (n-r)! is divisible by n if n is prime. But n! 
is divisible by n. Hence j must be divisible by n. 

Necessity. If n is composite, let k be its smallest prime 
factor. The (k + 1)st term of the expansion is 

None of the factors (n-1) . . . (n-k+1) is divisible by k. 
Therefore to reduce j to an integer, k must be divided into 
n. The result is an integer: 

(n/k) (n- 1) . . . (n-k+ 1) 
j = (k-I)! 

Now n does not divide this j, for none of (n-1). . . . , (n-k+1) 
contains k to s ta r t  with, and division by the factors of (k-I)! 
can never introduce k by composition because k is a prime. 

20. Proposed by Murray S. Klamkin, Brooklyn Poly- 
technic Institute 

Show that 

PROBLEM DEPARTMENT 

Solution by the Proposer 

One easily verifies by differentiation that 

x x d x = x  - I x X l n x &  

hence 

from which we obtain 

which implies the required inequality. 

21. Proposed by Mary Anice Seybold, North Central 
College 

A Christmas Problem 

In the following long division, each letter represents 
one and only one number and each number is represented 
throughout by the same letter. There a r e  no unconventional 
arrangements of digits. To find my Christmas wish for 
readers of Pi Mu Epsilon Journal, establish the corre- 
spondence of letters to numbers and arrange them in the 
order 1, 2, 3,. . . , 0. Prove the solution is unique. 

F O F  
Y F X  

Solution by Leonard Gibbs, King College, Tennessee 

The Christmas wish expressed is JOYFUL XMAS. 
Proof: Clearly J = 1. 
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Since the last digit in F-L is F, the possibilities for F.L 
a re  2.6, 4-6, 5-3, 5-5, 5-7, 5-9 and 8-6. If F were 5,M would 
be zero. This is impossible since X - M = A. If F were S, 
both L and M would have to be 6. If F were 2, the letter 0 
would have to be zero o r  1, but J = 1, and by i ts  position in 
the remainder 0 is not equal to zero. Hence F = 4 and L = 
6, from which M = 8 follows. 

Now F4+2 can be at  most 9. Hence S equals zero. 
The multiplication F-JSL implies 0 = 2. 
The product Y.L = 18 implies Y = 3; and the difference 

U - 0 = Y implies U = 5. 
Finally, by the last subtraction in the division process 

M > X s o t h a t X = 7 a n d A = 9 .  
Thus the correspondence of letters to numbers is given 

by 
J O Y F U L X M A S  

Also solved by W. E. Chapman, C. R. Hicks, C. W. Trigg, 
William Wright and the proposer. 

22. Proposed by Don A. Gorsline, University of Oklahoma 

Each letter in the following addition problem represents 
a unique digit. Furthermore ~2 = L and ~2 = T. Establish 
the correspondence of letters to digits. 

N O T E  

E P S I L O N  

E P I T O M E  

Solution by C. R. Hicks, Syracuse University 

PROBLEM DEPARTMENT 

23. (Incorrectly given a s  22.) - Proposedby Roy Dubisch, 
Fresno State College 

If in a trianglewith sides a,  b and c we have c Z b, c Z a, 
find k such that c2 = ka2 + b2. 

Solution by Howard Eves, Oregon State College. 

By Mollweide's equations (c.f. Sparks and Rees, Trig- 
onometry, pp. 159-160), 

c - b sin +(c - B) - =  
a cos $A 

and 

c + b cos +(c - B) -- - 
a s in $A 

Therefore, 

c2 - b2 2 sin +(c - B) cos +(c - B) sin (C - B) = k. 7=- - - 
2 sin $A cos $A sin A 

Also solved by W. E. Chapman, B. E. Meserve and the 
proposer. 

24. Proposed by Paul J. Schillo, University of Buffalo 

If en is the angle opposite the side of length 4n2 in the 
integer right trianglewith sides 4n2, 4n4 - 1, 4n4 + 1, where 
n is any positive integer, show that 

lim -̂ Ã‘ e. is a right angle. i = 1  I 
n + c o  

Also solved by W. E. Chapman, C. W. Trigg and W. 
Wright. 
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Solution by G. E. Raynor, Lehigh University 

From the conditions of the problem we have 

4n2 en = Arc tan - 
4 4n - 1 
1 - 

= Arc tan n 
1 I - -  4 

4n 

- 
= Arc tan k 2 + 2  

- ($2)' 

1 = 2 Arc tan - 
2n 2 ' 

Now it is easily shown, by mathematical Induction, that 

Hence 

n 2 ei = 2 Arc tan - 
i =  1 n + 1 '  

From this it follows a t  once that 

Also solved by J. Price, T. Levine, William Chapman 
and the proposer. 

EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 

"Many thanks for the copy of the f i rs t  issue of the PI  
MU EPSILON JOURNAL. You have done a good job. Our 
department head here, Dr. Z. L. Loflin, has read the Jour- 
nal with great interest since he was a charter member of 
the chapter at  Louisiana State University." 

Ida Mae Heard 
April 26, '50 Southwestern Louisiana Institute 

"1 thank you for sending me a copy of a recent issue of 
the new publication, PI  MU EPSILON JOURNAL. There 
should be a definite place for a publication of this nature in 
our mathematical circles, and I wish for it much success." 

W. L. Williams, Chairman 
University of South Carolina June 29, '50 

"I appreciate the copies of the PI  MU EPSILON JOUR- 
NAL, and I shall endeavor to get it on our library list." 

July 17, '50 
Thomas L. Wade, Chairman 
The Florida State University 

"Enclosed is a list of the initiates in.. .PI MU EPSILON , 
during the past academic year. . . . 

It would be appreciated if the Journal could be mailed 
directly to the initiates. In addition, we wish to order 25 
extra copies of the Journal for which you will naturally bill 
us; in fact, you may send us 25 copies of each issue until 
further notice. 

We will solicit individual subscribers and you will hear 
from us shortly about it." 

David Loev, Secretary 
December 1, '50 Pennsylvania Alpha Chapter 
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"I am glad to see that the PI  MU EPSILON JOURNAL 
has gotten off to a good s tar t  and that it is going strong. I 
think it is excellent in al l  departments. I want to congratu- 
late you on a fine job and to wish you and the Journal con- 
tinued success. 

I am enclosing a solution to  problem 24." 

ematics and Astronomy 
Dec. 27, '50 Lehigh University 

''As vice-president of the New York Gamma Chapter of 
PI  MU EPSILON, permit me to congratulate you on the ex- 
cellence of the P I  MU EPSILON JOURNAL published under 
your direction. The members of our chapte 
eagerly to its arrival each term. 

Enclosed is a copy of the Math Mirro 
1950. I thought, perhaps, you would do us 
publishing one of the better articles. 

We wish you success on the forthcomi 

Arthur Hausner 
hief, Math Mirror 

A EDGMENTS 

For complimentary copies of the following publications 
received a t  the office of The 
editor is very grateful: 

THE PENTAGON, a M  
Fall 1950, published semi-annually 

THE MISSOURI GA 
the Missouri Gamma C 

MATH MIRROR, Spring 1950, published annually by the 
Mathematics Society of Brooklyn College. 

JOURNAL OF THE YESHIVA COLLEGE MATH CLUB, 
Mu Alpha Theta, 1950. 

Interfraternity Research and Advisory Council, March 
1951, published by L. G. Bailour, Attleboro, Massachusetts. 
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m dire 
has much pleasure in accepting the publications set out herein 
which you have been so good as to  present t o  the National 

Collections in the Science Museum Library. I am to convey to 
you his best thanks for the ffft. 

Director and Secretary. 



(Send reports to R , Syracuse Univer- 
sity, Syracuse 10, 

EDITOR'S NOTE ording to , Section 3 of the 
Constitution: "The Secretary shall Of all meetings 
and transactions of the chapter and, before the close of the 
academic year, shall send to the Secretary-General and to the 
Director-General, an annual report of the chapter activities in- 
cluding programs of meetings, results of elections, etc." The 
Secretary-General now suggests that an additional copy of the 
annual report of each chapter be sent to the editor of the PI MU 
EPSILON JOURNAL. Besides the information listed above we are 
especially interested in learning what the chapters are  doing by 
way of competitive examinations, medals, prizes and scholar- 
ships. These annual reports will be published in the chronologi- 
cal order in which they are  received 

of New York, 

During the academic year 1 
papers, were given 

"The Schillinee 
'Convex sets" by Professor John van Heijenoort 
"Theory of relativity" by Professor Benesh Hoffman 
"Computing machines" by Miss Eleanor Krawitz of the Watson 

Scientific Laboratories of Columbia Univ 
"Mathematical applications to some 

Mr. Victor Twersky of the Institute for 
chanics 

"An introduction to infor mation 
of the Bell Telephone Laboratory 

The annual PI MU EPSILON ce at the Fifth 
Avenue Hotel. Professor Albert 
Department, Washington Square College, spoke on "Mathematics 
and Philosophy." 
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The April meeting was given over to business the purpose of 
which was to discuss revision of the constitution and to elect new 
offi 

ect .- 

academic year 1950-1951: Director, Elaine Weiss; Vice-Direc- 
tor, Alvin Saperstein; secretary-~reasurer, ~ o r d e c a i  Schwartz; 
Faculty Adviser and Permanent Secretary, Dr. Gottfried Noether. 
Executive Council: Dr. Noether, Professors Schoonmaker, Cooley 
and John; Edwin Spiegelthal, Leonard Sherry and Joan Friedman. 
Scholarship Committee: Professors Cwley and van Heijenwrt, 
Evelyn Berezin, Eleanor Karasak and Mordecai Schwartz. 

The nine meet 

and installationof new members and officers, social meetings and 
those a t  which there was a guest speaker. Talks presented were: 

"The concept of homotopy" by Professor Samuel Eilenberg 
The history and ideals of PI MU EPSILON" bv Professor R. 

A. Johnson 
"The Nat ion Bill" 

teenr 

em mon, me- 
n" eley. (Mr. Berkeley, a 

consultant mathematician, is the author of the recent book, "Giant 
Brains,"which deals with the mathematics 
culating machines.) 

Officers are elected twice a year. Those 
1949, were: Director, Professor Moses Ric 
Franc Wertheimer; Vice-president, Arie 
responding Secretary, Sidelle Shaiken; Financial Secretary, Abe 
Shenitzer. For the Spring Term: Director, Professor Moses 
Richardson; President, Arienne Silverstein; Vice-president, 
George Booth; Corresponding Secretary, Lawrence Bennett; 
Financial Secretary, Anatole Beck. 

Officers elected for the Fall Term, 1950, are: Director, 
Professor Moses Richardson; President, Anatole Beck; Vice- 
President, Lawrence Bennett; Corresponding 
Hausner; Financial Secretary, George Beck. 
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Alpha of New Hampshire, University of New Hampshire 

The chapter held nine meetings during the year 1949-1950, 
including organizational and busines s , initiation banquet 
and program meetings. 

The speaker for the initiation b was Dean Seely who 
spoke on "Effects of humidity on the human organism" 
illustrated his lecture with lantern slides. 

At the February meeting Professor Solt of the m 
department spoke on astronomy. 

At the April meeting Dr. Kuhlthau of the physic 
spoke on "High Rotational Speeds, their Attainment and Appli- 
cation." 

At the Mav meeting; officers for 1950-1951 were elected: 
Director, ~ 0 r k . h ~  ~ r e G e r t ;  Vice-Director, Joseph Lambert; 
Secretary-Treasurer, Evelyn Snow; Permanent Secretary, Sven 
Peterson. 

Gamma of M 

EPSILON, Mr. John 
ucceed Mr. William 

Felling, and Miss Virginia Herre was re-elected Secretary- 
Treasurer. 

The chapter held regular meetings during the ye 
presented were: 

Seismic Ray Paths* by Mr. Carl Kisslinger 
Tabulating Machines" (followed by demonstrat 
D. Elder and Mr. S. A. Michalski, director of the tabulating 

department 
"Top010 Mr. Roman 

Gawkowski 
"Life wi sor 

of Statistics, Iowa State co 
icers for the acade 
r 4, are: Director, J 

Kern; Secretary-Treasurer, Virginia Herre; Permanent Secre- 
tary, Dr. Francis Regan 

The chapter held regular bi-monthly meetings during the year 
1949-1950. Talks on the following topics were given: 
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"Indeterminate Equations of the First Degree* by Edward 
Ebert 

"Lagrange" -a short talk by Robert Gates 
"Life of Hamilton" - a short talk by Paul Brinker 
"Computation and Transcendental Numbers" by Professor 

Edwin Godfrey of Defiance College 
"An Application of Analytical Geometry to Astronomy* by Dr. 

Dustheimer . 
Officers elected for 1950-1951 are: Director, Grace Cutler; 

Vice-Director, Martha Goodwin; Secretary, Anna Tom; Treasur- 
er, Norman Krohn. 

"Mathematical Oddities" by Dr. E. R. Sleight 

P. H. Dalle Mura 
"The Origin and 

Notation; The Evoluti 

Dr. Myron Rosskopf 
"Dedekind and Cantor" by Dr. Donald E. Kibbey 
"Philosophy and Mathematicsn by Mr. Theodore Denise 
"Elementary Geometrical Problems and Their Solutions" by 

Dr. Charles Loewner 
"Gibbs and Vector Analysisn by Dr. Otway O'M. Pardee 
"Format, His Life and His Times* by Dr. William P. 

Hotchkiss 
"Interpretation of Four! 

tions" by Dr. Wilbur LePage 
"Homeomorphism and M 
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Officers for 1950-1951 are: Director, Robert Cooper: Vice- 
ector, Irving Ames; Recording Secretary, Donald Billet; 

Corresponding Secretary, Virginia Hamilton; Treasurer, Leon 
Blatt; Permanent Secretary and Librari 
Faculty Adviser, Mr. Howard C. Bennett 

ersi  

in December and the annual banquet in May. Papers presented 
were: 

"Lanlace Transforms - - - Theory and Applications" by Father 
Frederick T. Daly, S. J. 

"Some Applications 
(See MAA MONTHLY, March 1950) by Dr. Cyrus C. MacDuffee 

"Symbolic Logic" by Dr. L. V. To 
"Actuarial Science" by Miss Ruth 
"Some Topics of Mathematical L a 

(a second talk on logic due to a request from the 
"IBM Calculators" by members of the staff of the Milwaukee 

Office of IBM 
"Mathematical Biology" by Dr. John Z. Hearon of the Univer- 

Vice-Director, William 
Virginia Higgins and Rosemary Metz; Recording Secretary, 
Kathleen Murphy; Treasurer, Arthur Wellman; Librarian, Harry 
Hesse; Moderator, Dr. H. P. Pettit. 

Officers for 1950-1951 are: Director, Dr. H. P. Pettit: Pres- 

The activities of the chapter during the academic year 1949- 
1950 included nine regular meetings at which the followingpapers 
were given: 

"Lunar Eclipses" by Miss Virginia Rhod 
"An Unsolved Problem in Univalent Functi 

Goodman 
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"Summabil by Dr. V. F. 
Cowline 

"What Is  a Linear Algebra?" by Dr. J. A. Ward 
Tensor Method of Circuit Analysis" by Dr. N. B. Allison 
The Expected Value of Cost of Insurance" by Mr. E. C. Steele 
Symbolic Operators in Quantum Theory" by Dr. Marshall 

Officers for 1949-1950 were: Director, Miss Elsie T. Church; 
Vice-Director, Mr. Winberly Royster; Secretary, Mr. Ruric E. 
Wheeler; Treasurer, Miss Sara Ripy; Librarian, Mrs. Lake C. 
Cooper; Permanent Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Paul P. Boyd. 

Officers for 1950-1951 are: Director, Mr. Winberly Royster; 
Vice-Director, Mr. Donald C. Rose; Secretary, Mr. A. E. Foster; 
Treasurer, Mr. Sherman Vanaman; Librarian, Mr. Cordell B. 
Moore; Permanent Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Paul P. Boyd. 

The chapter held 

s for the meetings were as  follows: 
Purposes of PI MU EPSILON" by E 

hematical Tricks" bv Tohn Putnam 
"Lives of Unusual ~athekaticians" by John Pierce 
"The Theorem of the Mean" by Dr. J. J. Gergen. 
Officers for the year 1949-1950 were: President, John Put- 

nam; Vice-president, Edwin Webb; Secretary, Janet Henchie; 
Treasurer, Robert Gossett; Membership Chairman, Patricia 
Collins. 

Offic the year 1950-1951 
sett; Vice-president, Thomas Mor 
Treasurer, Robert Malone; Membership Chairman, Patricia 
Roberts. 

s in its schools 

ciation of America and the American Mathematical Society" by 
Dr. D. P. Richardson 
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"Nuclear Physics for the Laymanw by Dr. H. M. Schwartz 
"Interesting Points about the Operation of a Friden Calcu- 

lator" by Mr. R. H. McCarroll. 

"P-adic Numbersw by Dr. Emil Grosswald 
"The Role of Electronic Computers in Mathematicsw by Dr. 

Herbert Mitchell 

The officers for 1950- 
Anderson; President, Mr. 
Loev; Treasurer, Miss Ade 

by Joseph Zemmer 
"Application of rasw by Jack Gold- 

haber 
"The Endomorphisms of a Finite Abelian Group" by Donald R. 

Officers for the ye 

MEDALS, PRIZES AND SCHOLARSHIPS 

E. Each chapter will undoubtedly be interested 
in learning what other chapters are doing along the line of prize 
competitions. So the editor makes the request that chapters of- 
fering prizes, scholarships, or other awards, write up their plans 
for such contests and submit them for publication in this journal. 

"The fourth Annual Prize Essay Contest, open to under- 
graduate students only, was won by Miss Evelyn Agnes Murrill, 
a senior of Fontbonne College. The title of her paper was Pierre 
Fermat, His Life and Works. Miss Murrill was awarded a gold 
pin by Mr. Alois Lorenz, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 
who conducted the contest. This award was made at  the banquet." 

issouri Gamma Chapter 

School Seniors in Milwaukee County. The first prize is a $200 
scholarship at Marquette University; the second, $25 cash; and 
the third, $15 cash." 

with the Department of Mathematics each 
who has done the most outstanding work in the department and 
nominates him for membership in the Mathematical Association 
of America. This year Mr. Carl Clinton Faith, a senior in the 
Department of Mathematics and Astonomy, was selected and his 
first year's dues in the Association were paid by this chapter." 

-Kentucky Alpha Chapter 

PI MU EPSILON freshm 
, the second by R. C. Tafft. The PI MU EPSILON 
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first prize in calculus was won by Chris E. Kuyatt, the second by 
Phillip Jones. Prizes of ten dollars for first place and five dol- 
lars for second were awarded in each contest." 

-Nebraska Alpha Chapter 

"The Kansas Gamma 
lished a scholarship at the University of Wichita known as  the PI 
MU EPSILON Scholarship. This scholarship, amounting to the 
interest on $1,000, is to be awarded annually to an upper division 
student with a declared major in the field of mathematics. The 
student will be selected by the faculty committee in charge of 
scholarships, acting upon the recommendation of the mathematics 

is awarded annually to the students 
who have in the past year contributed the most to mathematics 
through scholarship, interest in mathematics and help to the 

annual PI MU 

of PI MU EPSILON an announce- 
ment was made to establish a ten thousand dollar endowment fund 
to honor the memory of the Reverend James E. Case, S. J., who 
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until his death last August, was head of the Mathematics Depart- 
ment of St. Louis University. The income of the fund is to sup- 
port the "James E. Case Mathematics Lecture" to be delivered 
each spring. 

-Missouri Gamma Chapter 

EDITOR'S NOTE 

ed the trials and perplexities of its formative 
e r  the past two academic years, the PI  MU 

EPSILON JOURNAL is now an established publication. The 
editor wishes to express appreciation to the following persons 
who, in addition to the associate editors and the newly appointed 
editor of the problem department, have made possible any suc- 
cess of the first four numbers by giving so freely their many 
helpful suggestions, refereeing papers, preparing and proofread- 
ing the manuscript, packaging and mailing th 

Jeanne Carrazzone, Nancy Cole, Edwin F. Gille 
Harwood, E. H. C. Hildebrandt, Charles Loe 
fee, Norman Miller, Kathryn A. Morgan, 
Winthrop H. Rice, the late R. G. D. Richard 
bloom, J. M. Thomas and W. L. G. Williams. 

Particularly do we wish to thank June Hegendorfer for her 
enthusiastic cooperation and careful work in composition of the 
typescript before it went to the printers, Cushing-Malloy, Inc., 
whom also we wish to thank for an excellent job. 



NEWS AND NOTICES 

Space is not available for us to print in its entirety the very 
fine report of the Florida meeting, made by our retiring Secre- 
tary General but a resume is given here. 

Evanston, Illinois 

ters of PI MU EPSILON: 

The annual PI MU EPSILON Breakfast was held 

Whaley; Arkansas Alpha (University of Arkansas) - *Eric T. C. 
Li; California Alpha (University of California at Los Angeles) 
-*Paul H. Daus; Delaware Alpha (University of Delaware) - 
*C. J. Rees, *Eleanor K. Rees; Georgia Alpha (University of 
Georgia) - *Owen H. Hoke, *T. A. Newton, *W. D. Peeples, Jr., 
Clinton Dyches, George 0. Peters; Illinois Alpha (University of 
Illinois) - Beulah Armstrong; Illinois Beta (Northwestern Uni- 
versity) - *Richard L. Goldberg, E. H. C. Hildebrandt; Kentucky 
Alpha (University of Kentucky) - *E. C. Church, *Sallie Pence, 
*D. E. South; Kansas Alpha (University of Kansas) - *Gilbert 
Ulmer; Kansas Gamma (University of Wichita) - *C. B. Read; 
Michigan Alpha (Michigan State College) - J. S. Frame; North 
Carolina Beta (University of North Carolina) - *Tullio J. 
Pignani; Nebraska Alpha (University of Nebraska) - C. C. Camp; 
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New York Alpha (Syracuse University) -*O. Pardee, Freda Jones, 
Ruth W. Stokes; Pennsylvania Beta (Bucknell University) -Hazel 
M. Forquhar; Wisconsin Beta (University of Wisconsin) - Â¥"C C. 
~ a c ~ u f f e e  

In addi in 
without chapters were in aitendanc . B. Goodner (Illinois 
Alpha), at Florida State Univers nd T. Gormsen (Ohio 
Alpha), University of Florida; S. n (California Alpha), 
Florida State University; D. R. Morrison (Wisconsin Beta), 
Tulane University; L. T. Ritner (California Alpha), Vanderbilt 
University; Edith R. Schneckenburger (New York Alpha), Uni- 
versity of Buffalo; R. L. Wilson (Wisconsin Beta), University of 

essor 
chairman, was 
made from the 

Â£loor The report of the Nominating Committee was approved. 
(Since this report was sent to each chapter, it is not printed 

the total number of active chapters will be 50. The amount on 
hand in the treasury on ~ e c e m b e r  1, 1950, was $4964.19. 

Dr. Ruth Stokes, Editor of the PI MU EPSILON JOU 
reported on the various problems related to publications. She 
requested all delegates to encourage the members of their chap- 
ters to submit for publication in the Journal original problems 
and solutions of those published in our Problem Department and, 
also, copies of exceptional papers presented at their chapter 
meeting which might prove of especial interest to the members 
of the Fraternity. . . . The meeting adjourned at 9:3 

E. H. C. Hildebrandt 
Secretary-Treasurer General 
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New Chapters (Reported December 29, 1950, University of 
Florida). 

At the meeting it w ed that the petitions for estab- 
lishing chapters of PI MU EPSILON at the University of Miami 
and at Howard University had been approved by unanimous vote 
of the chapters. Since this announcement was made word has 
been received from Secretary-General Hildebrandt that "forty- 
one chapters voted on the versity of Buffalo for 
a chapter of PI  MU EPS vote was unanimous 
that the petition be grante 

"The forty-ninth chapte EPSILON will be the 
Florida Alpha chapter at sity of Miami. Professor 
Tomlinson Fort of the University of Georgia will officiate at the 
installation which will be held on March 21, 1951." The fiftieth 
chapter will be the District of Columbia Alpha at Howard Uni- 
versity. The chapter at the University of Buffalo will be the fifty- . 
first, and will doubtless be called the New York Zeta chapter. 
Temporary plans call for installing the chapter at Howard Uni- 
versity on March 29 and the one at  the University of Buffalo on 
April 2. Both of these will be installed by Director-General C. C. 
MacDuffee. 

cently, the editor received the following communi 
he editors of the MATH MIRROR would greatly appreciate 

ouncing that MATH MIRROR will be made available in 
limited numbers to departments of mathematics requesting them. 
Requests should be sent to: Anatole Beck, Care of Department of 
Mathematics, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York, and should 
be timed to arrive 
cation was signed 
MATH MIRROR. 

Ballots for the el 
ginning April 1, 1951, were supposed to be returned to the Secr 
tary-General, E. H. C. Hildebrandt, not later than March 8. We 
are  happy to announce the results of the 1951 balloting as a last 
minute news item, for just before this issue went to press, we 
received from Secretary Hildebrandt the following report on the 
recent election. 

ters  returned their ballots for national of- 
ficers of PI  MU EPSILON. The following persons were elected 
for the three-year term beginning April 1, 1951. 

Director General: 
C. C. MacDuffee, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 
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Vice-Director General: 
W. M. Whyburn, University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Hill, N. C. 

Secretary -Treasurer General: 
J. S. Frame, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Mich. 

Councillors General: 
S. S. Cairns, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
Tomlinson Fort, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 
Sophie McDonald, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 
Ruth W. Stokes, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York. 

Editor, PI MU EPSILON JOURNAL: 
Ruth W. Stokes, Syracuse University, 

EPSILON JOURNA 
Syracuse Universi 

York. a 

The foil to the attention of the 
editors. 

Volume 1, Number 2; Page 5, the name is "Lawrence". 
Page 66, line 15, the word is " 

Volume 1, Number 3: Page 103, 4th line from last, the word 
is "indeterminate8, Page 104, 4th line, insert the symbol > be- 
tween n and 4. Page 108, roblem proposed by Roy Dubisch 
should be numbered "23" 



MICHIGAN ALPHA - Michigan State College 

Carl N. Danielson 
Donald L. Erhart 
Edward T. Fellows Mary H. P a p e  
Uno W. Filpus Arciel Roy 
James Gates Roger J. Seibert 
Thomas Ginther Charles C. Sisler 
William R. Guntrum E. Splinter 
Donald Ho L. Storm 

averne R. McHane 
lyde A. Morrison 

William Bornstein Richard Moser 
Charles Robert Carlson Charles Parker 
Ralph Baton Gerald Richards 
Robert L. Gault Shirley Richards 
Barrett Hkgreaves Donald Sill 
Henrietta Hartsuiker Walker M. Sowers 
Ann K ~ P P  Salah Izzat Tahsim 
Ralph W. Lankton William Tappe 
Henry Leonard William Thomas 

for 

Â Â 

June Hegendorfer and Associates 

66 South Main Street 

Pittsford, New York 
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Insignia must be ordered on tripli- 
cate order blanks, one copy to us 
from your chapter, one to the 

ice, and one kept by the 

Price List 
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Standard key, 1 piece, lOK gold. . . . . 3.75 
Standard key, 3 piece with applied ends, 

10K gold . . . 
in joint and ca Y 

TAXES: 20% Federal Tax and any state taxes 
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